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Abstract--Natural language understanding is characterized asa bottom-up, constraint-based pro- 
cess which constructs both syntactic and semantic interpretations in parallel, using schema knowledge 
representations. Both syntactic and semantic schemata are represented in the knowledge base. Syn- 
tactic schemata contain grammatical rules and constraints, whereas the semantic schemata represent 
semantic relations among English words and phrases. The various interpretations of each seman- 
tic schema re represented as a labelset. These labelsets axe organized into a specialization or ISA 
hierarchy. A variation of Earley's parsing algorithm is used to construct a parse tree of syntactic 
instances and a corresponding network consistency graph of semantic instances given a paxticular 
input sentence. The constraints in this graph axe the semantic relations asserted over the l~belsets of 
the semantic instances. A form of hierarchical rc consistency is used to propagate these constraints, 
thereby refining consistent interpretations and removing inconsistent interpretations in parallel. Our 
approach as been implemented and tested on a number of English sentences using a schema knowl- 
edge base about classical music composers. An example is presented from this experimental work. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We describe a schema and constraint-based approach for representing syntax and semantics of 
natural language (NL) English sentences based on [1]. All knowledge needed by this system 
is represented as syntactic and semantic schemata in the knowledge base (KB). These static 
schemata re capable of representing both frame-oriented procedural and declarative knowledge 
about the task domain (cf. [2,3]). Sentences are processed in parallel using constraint propaga- 
tion techniques [4] together with a bottom-up parsing algorithm adapted to schema knowledge 
representations [5]. The parser is an augmented version of Earley's context-free parsing algo- 
r i thm [6]. Interpretat ion and disambiguation proceed incrementally left-to-right, word-by-word 
with each word and recognized constituent, providing additional constraints to guide the final 
interpretation. Backtrack search is not used to resolve ambiguities. Multiple interpretations are 
retained until the discovery of inappropriate interpretations which are discarded. 
A system has been implemented which takes a sentence as input and produces the sentence's 
syntact ic representation i the form of a parse tree (PT)  and its semantic representation i the 
form of a network consistency graph (NCG); see Figure 1. The PT  and NCG are created in parallel 
as recognition proceeds with syntactic constraints applied in the PT  and semantic constraints 
applied in the NCG. Multiple representations of both PT  and NCG are produced for ambiguous 
sentences. 
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Figure 1. A simplified system for processing natural anguage with schema constraint 
networks. 
We consider NL recognition as a constructive process. Schemata re retrieved from the KB, 
matched against he input sentence and the matches are composed into the PT and NCG rep- 
resentations for the syntactic and semantic onstituents respectively. The PT makes explicit the 
syntactic onstituents appearing in the sentence (as syntactic schema instances) and the NCG 
represents heir semantic relationships (as semantic schema instances). By separating these two 
representations, we can view semantic disambiguation as a generative constraint satisfaction 
problem (CSP). We exploit powerful CSP techniques to achieve NL recognition without back- 
track search. It is known that a class of arc-consistency algorithms [7] for solving CSP problems 
has linear time complexity in the number of constraints [8]. Our system uses hierarchical arc- 
consistency [9] originally developed for computer vision applications [10] but adapted here for 
NL recognition. 
As shown in Figure 1, the NL system interprets input sentences in terms of the schema KB 
producing PTs and NCGs as output. Inside the system is a Main Driver module which directs 
the operation of four parsing processes: Predictor, Scanner, Completer and Garbage Collector. 2 
As well, there are secondary modules: a Morpher for handling word morphology (used by the 
Scanner), a Syntax Handler which applies syntactic onstraints to the nodes of the PT as it is 
constructed, and a Semantic Handler which fulfills the same function for semantic onstraints in
the NCG. Only the Semantic Handler uses hierarchical arc consistency methods. We describe 
details of the parsing processes in Section 3. 
2. THE KNOWLEDGE BASE 
Knowledge required by the system in order to analyze English sentences i represented as 
a static collection of schemata (classes) comprising the KB. During the interpretation process, 
instances are generated from these schemata which form the syntactic and semantic nodes of 
the PT and NCG, respectively. Each syntactic schema represents a syntactic ategory. Among 
other information, the syntactic schemata contain knowledge about English grammar expressed 
as augmented context-free production rules. For nonterminal grammar symbols, each rule in the 
schema has the following form: 
N (. 
where N is the nonterminal symbol; a and p are possibly empty strings of grammatical con- 
stituents; ° is the "parse dot" given by Earley [6] separating those constituents a already rec- 
ognized in the input sentence from those constituents/~ which remain to be found; and p-t- is 
2The names "Predictor," "Scanner" and "Completer" are after Earley [6]. 
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a sequence of predicates and structure-building actions to be applied to a as it is recognized 
(cf. the augmented transition etwork parser of Woods [11]). Predicates provides the necessary 
context-sensitive parsing capabilities while the actions actually construct the NCG and link it to 
the PT. 
For terminal grammar symbols, the format of the corresponding syntactic schema rules is 
simpler: Each rule has the form: 
T ---, (*#), 
where T is the terminal symbol; * is the parse dot; and # is a distinguished symbol indicating 
that the schema should match the next word from the input sentence. 
A syntactic schema may contain multiple grammar ules, each denoting a possible parse or 
interpretation for that syntactic ategory. An interpretation is valid if, given some a, every 
constraint or action in p+ on a is consistent. Multiple interpretations of a syntactic schema 
occur when multiple rules are simultaneously consistent. 
The other type of schema in the KB is the semantic schema. Each such schema corresponds to
an English word or phrase. The Label slot in the semantic schema is central to our methodology. 
It contains a set of possible meanings (called the labelset, viz. [12]) which can be assigned to the 
word. Each label is a symbolic value which specifies a distinct word sense or meaning for the 
schema. For example, the noun "composer" has the labelset: 
{Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin, Berlioz, Tchaikovsky, Verdi} 
Each of these labels is a specific individual, a composer. For large classes, specifying the 
extension of the class as above is inconceivable. The class may be infinite or its membership 
not actually known. More frequently, we consider common nouns to be types and organize their 
classes and subclasses into a taxonomy called the ISA or specialization hierarchy [13,14]. For 
example, a partial specialization hierarchy for the noun "music" is given in Figure 2. The interior 
nodes of this tree are common nouns and sometimes pseudo-nouns which correspond to natural 
subclasses but which have no associated English name. In discourse, we refer to such classes via 
noun phrases (e.g., "vocal music" or "modern opera music"). The leaves of the tree are specific 
instances of the music class, each identified by a proper noun. 3 The hierarchy of labels in the 
specialization hierarchy is manipulated by the hierarchical arc consistency techniques described 
in Section 4. 
For adjectives, this situation is reversed. Adjective labelsets represent all noun types which can 
be modified by the adjective. The adjective's sense is constrained by the type of noun to which 
it is affixed. For example, the noun phrases "the vocal composer" and "the vocal music" share 
the adjective "vocal" but its sense is quite different in each phrase. The meaning of the adjective 
is constrained by the choice of noun. We represent these alternative meanings as different labels 
for "vocal" and specify a semantic constraint which must hold between the label of the noun and 
the label of the adjective. 
Labels for verbs serve a different purpose. They ascribe names to the predications or linguistic 
"events" that can exist between the cases of the verb [15]. The schema for the verb "compose" is 
depicted in Figure 3. The labelset for this schema is: compose1, compose2 and compose3 which 
identify three possible composing events. The schema represents all of the events in the knowledge 
base involving, in this case, a composer, a composition, and time and place of composition. These 
entities are represented in its case slots: label, agent, obj, and rood. The schema defines a relation 
over these case slots which specifies legitimate combinations of labels for the verb and labels for 
each of the slots. Figure 3 shows this relation for "compose." 
The semantics of prepositions is similar to verbs. We consider nominal and adverbial preposi- 
tions. A nominal preposition represents a relation between its labelset and the subject and object 
cases. An  adverbial preposition represents a relation between its labelset and three cases: event, 
time and locn which must be filled by a predication event, a particular time and a particular place, 
respectively. We associate a constructed label with each preposition event. The semantic schema 
3/n a practical specialization heirarchy, there may be many incomplete branches of the tree which are not refined 
to  particular individuals in the class. 
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Music 
voc-music lus-muaic 
(vocal music) (lnxuam~taal music) 
oram• 
. kzy.mu~c pro.mmic 
opera ma.ss ballet sympno,,y concerto (kzyboard music) (prosram music) 
Oiu,io-,,.,,. M.s-,,,t,,-Oo. W / I 
The-Pathetique-SonataThc-Moonlight-SonataThe-Appassionata Polonaise-in-A-flat V l ~.Bdl!iante Romeo-~=d-Juliet 
Figure 2. A partial specialization hierarchy for the noun "music." 
Slot Value 
Word Compose 
POS verb 
Morph s-d 
•rans transitive 
Label {compose1, compose2, compose3} 
Cases (label agent obj mod) 
Relation {(compose1 Bach Mass-in-Bminor in1), 
(compose2 Ba~ Well-tempered-clavier), 
(compose3 Handel Mcuiah in2)} 
Figure 3. Semantic schema for the verb "compose." 
for the adverbial version of the preposition "in" is shown in Figure 4. The relation specifies which 
music composing events are consistent with which events involving the preposition. In effect, the 
labelsets of the various schemas cross-reference the possible semantic relationships which exist 
in the knowledge base. They are the knowledge base indices for information retriewl. The sys- 
tem looks for an interpretation of each input sentence which is consistent with the constraints 
manifest among the words in the sentence. 
Slot Value 
Word in 
POS prep 
Trems * 
Label {inl, in2, in3} 
Cases (label event time lo(m) 
Relation {(in1 compo~l 1733 Leitmig), 
(in2 compo~x3 1742 Dublin), 
(in3 bornl 1685 Ei.enach)} 
Figure 4. Semantic schema for the adverbial preposition "in." 
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3. SYSTEM CONTROL 
Recognition is performed in a bottom-up fashion coupled with top-down control. 4 Our method- 
ology is based on the elegant parsing algorithm of Earley [6] but adapted for schema knowledge 
representations and constraint propagation [5]. The PT and NCG representations are constructed 
in parallel as driven by the syntactic s hemata. All possible consistent interpretations are pur- 
sued simultaneously. Whenever an interpretation contradicts a syntactic or semantic onstraint, 
it is deleted. Whenever the grammar permits multiple possible derivations, a new interpretation 
is created for each. Recognition proceeds left-to-right across the input sentence. As each new 
word is scanned, existing interpretations are compared to the syntax and the semantics of the 
new word. Every interpretation which is consistent with the new word is propagated with its 
state advanced by inclusion of the new word and its new constraints. All other interpretations 
are inconsistent and are immediately deleted. At the end of the sentence, every interpretation 
remaining which has a fully instantiated PT is a valid parse for the sentence. Each PT has 
associated with it an attached NCG which represents its meaning in the knowledge base. 
4. CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION 
Both syntactic and semantic onstraints are embedded in the grammar rules of the syntactic 
schemata. These constraints are resolved by the syntax and semantics handlers, respectively. 
A syntactic constraint is invoked whenever a syntactic rule specifies that a newly recognized 
constituent must satisfy the constraint. It provides context sensitive information so that incorrect 
parses may be identified as early as possible. Syntactic onstraints fall into two categories: 
(1) conditions that a particular derived syntactic instance must satisfy (including properties 
that it must possess); and 
(2) number agreement between two instances. 
Table 1 lists the syntactic constraints of both categories. 
Table 1. Types of syntactic onstraints. 
Constraint Purpose 
Category 1 rwordis(X, L) The current constituent X must have a root form contained in llst L. 
hasFeature(X, F )  The current constituent X must have feature F. 
Category 2 nvagree(N, V) Noun N and verb V must agree in number. 
vvagree(A, V) Auxiliary verb A and main verb V must agree in number. 
dnagree(D, N) Determiner D must agree in number with noun N. 
Semantic onstraints are established by the Earley parser. It builds the NCG at the same time 
it builds the PT. The NCG consists of a set of discrete variables, explicit representations for 
their domains and a set of/c-ary constraints over the variables. For this system, the variables are 
always the labels for each semantic node; the domains are the labelsets of possible values (each 
representing a distinct semantic interpretation); and the constraints are enumerated relations 
defined within the semantic schemata. The parser uses the structure of the PT to fill the case 
slots with the appropriate other semantic nodes, thereby constructing the corresponding NCG. 
4The Main Driver module controls the system. For each sentence, an instance of the top-level schema is created 
which contains the single uninstantiated rule, Root---* (eS, nil), indicating that no words have yet been recognized. 
The Main Driver repeatedly applies the parsing functions (Predictor, Scanner and Completer) until the end of 
the input sentence has beeen reached or every syntactic schema instance is inconsistent and has been deleted 
(which indicates that  the sentence is not in in the language generated by the grammar. The Predictor creates 
new instances of syntactic schemata. Whenever a rule exists within a syntactic schema with the parse dot , . ,  
immediately to the left of a nonterminal schema, a new instance of float schema is created (to look for that 
grammatical constituent). The Predictor is called repeatedly on all existing syntactic instances until the closure 
of all prediction is computed. The Scanner is invoked after the Predictor has finished. The current input word is 
analy~ed and matched against every existing syntatic instance. Every predicted terminal grammar instance which 
does not ntatch is deleted by the Garbage Collector. The Completer is invoked whenever a syntactic instance 
]ms grammer ule with its • at the extreme right of the rule indicating that the instance has bee~a successfully 
recognized. The Completer then retrieves every other syntactic instance which has a rule predicting its recognition. 
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As the NCG is constructed, constraint propagation techniques are used to refine its variables 
under the specified relations. By so doing, the system refines the possible semantic interpretations 
for the sentence. The process of sentence interpretation is driven by the construction of the PT but 
it is limited by the semantics of the NCG. Since the domains of our label variables are frequently 
organized as specialization hierarchies, we utilize a hierarchical version of arc consistency called 
HAC [9]. HAC is applied to the label variables and the semantic relations in the NCG in order 
to establish which (if any) of the possible labels for each semantic node are consistent. All 
others are deleted. If the NCG has the structure of a tree, arc consistency can establish globally 
consistent interpretations for the semantic nodes [7]. Every label remaining in the label set of 
each semantic node is part of some globally consistent semantic interpretation. If any node has 
an empty labelset, then the NCG is inconsistent and the corresponding PT is an invalid parse. 
The parser fails and the associated PT structure is deleted. ARer the last word has been scanned 
by the parser and every constraint propagated, each distinct PT structure which remains valid 
after the parser finishes (the PT has not been discarded as yet and no input sentence fragment 
remains) and an associated NCG with nonempty labels constitutes a valid syntactic and semantic 
interpretation for the sentence. If there is more than one such valid structure then the sentence 
is ambiguous. If there are no such structures, then the sentence is improper. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
Twenty complete, simple declarative and interrogative sentences and ten sentence fragments 
were tested successfully using our system. We illustrate one of these sentences to point out how 
the NCG is constructed and linked to the PT, how constraints are propagated within the NCG, 
and how the labels of semantic nodes are refined incrementally to produce a consistent sentence 
interpretation. Only essential information is shown in the example in order to preserve diagram 
perspicuity. 
The diagram of Figure 5 illustrates both the PT and NCG for the input sentence: 'T/ho 
composed the Messiah in Dublin?". The PT structure is shown on the left side of the diagram. 
Syntactic nodes are depicted as ovals enscribed by their categories with appended sequence num- 
bers to distinguish the various instances created by the parser. The arcs in the PT represent 
composition between onterminal symbols and their constituents (as specified by the grammar 
rules). Instances of terminal symbols appear at the bottom of the PT. 
abel: {person • composer > Handel} 
I k, hel: Icompos~} 
~event 
..................... ~ label:{Dublin} 
word:Dublin 
Figure 5. PT and NCG representation for "Who composed the M ssiah in Dublin?". 
The right side of Figure 5 shows the semantic nodes of the NCG as rectangles. Each semantic 
node is identified by its English word sense. There are depiction links (drawn as dotted lines) 
between odes in the PT and their corresponding nodes in the NCG. These links are established 
by the parser as it incrementally builds the NCG during recognition. For clarity in this diagram, 
we show only the case and label slots of the relevant semantic nodes. Please refer to Figures 3 and 
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4 for the complete semantic schema definitions. Each case points to another semantic node which 
fills the specified role. For example, the semantic node for the verb "compose" contains three 
cases: agent, obj and rood which must be filled by a composer, by a piece of music and by a verbal 
modifier, respectively. The agent case is filled with the semantic node for the pronoun "who" 
which must be a person. The semantic node for the adverbial preposition "in" has three cases: 
event, time and locn representing, respectively, the predication, its time and its location. These 
case restrictions are constraints on the allowable PT  structures which the parser may construct. 
The labelset associated with each semantic node represents the possible meanings for the 
node. Initially each node contains a full labelset indicating that the node may have any of 
its possible interpretations. The relations defined within semantic nodes provide constraints on 
which combinations of labels for the node and labels for its cases are consistent. For example, 
the verb "compose" prescribes a relation over its labelset and the labelsets of its agent, obj and 
rood cases. This relation is given in Figure 3. Likewise, the preposition '~n" defines a relation 
over its labelset and the labelsets of its cases (which is illustrated in Figure 4). 
In Figure 5, we show the labels remaining for each semantic node after applying constraint 
propagation. The labelset for "who" has been refined by HAC from '~)erson" to "composer" to 
"Handel" which is the final interpretation for the pronoun. The figure graphs the only seman- 
tically consistent interpretation for the sentence. The trailing prepositional phrase "in Dublin" 
as taken as the locative case for the main verb "compose." The Earley parser considers a second 
parse which shares many of these same PT  and NCG nodes but designates the prepositional 
phrase as modifying the preceding noun "Messiah." This interpretation is semantically inconsis- 
tent since no piece of music in the KB is known as the "Messiah in Dublin." Consequently, the 
interpretation is deleted. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We pointed out the potential for handling both structural and word sense ambiguities efficiently 
by using both bottom-up parsing and constraint propagation techniques. The application of 
network consistency algorithms ensures that multiple word senses incorporated into the labelset 
of a semantic schema are removed when they are inappropriate (fail to satisfy constraints). 
Structure sharing in both the PT  and NCG makes the parallel approach feasible and permits 
Earley's algorithm to remain efficient. Label sets represent objects in the world intensionally thus 
all possible labels in each domain need not be represented explicitly. Hierarchical organization 
of these label sets provides the system with directly applicable deductive power, present in any 
semantic network system. 
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